More Communities of Interest

Commissioner Pham
1. Eastside Latino Community
A historical snapshot of the Latino community in the Eastside (from Sup. Shirakawa Status of Latino/Hispanic Health, Santa Clara County 2012)
Toward one of the hearts of the Latino community in the Eastside
Why this community of interest matters?  COVID-19 (from SCC Dept of Public Health)
Why this community of interest matters? COVID-19
(graph from SCC Dept of Public Health Dashboard, 10/01/2021)
2. Vietnamese-Americans
Where in the county are they located? (map from ICAN)
Where in the county are they located? (map from Sup. Simitian's 2017 report on API health)
Corridor along I-101, McLaughlin, E Capitol Expway
What makes them a community of interest?
What makes them a community of interest?
3. Young people
A new generation of experiences